METAL, LIGHT & COLOR
COMMERCIAL INTERIORS

ROLLING DOORS

For over 60 years, the Stylmark Rolling Door System has
been recognized as the finest in the industry. These doors
move effortlessly at the touch of a finger, while adding
security to your showcases. They feature anti-jump, security
rolling hardware which engages the door bottom to flanges
on the track and prohibits removal of the door when it is
locked.

MIRROR FRAMING

Mirrors frames by Stylmark have clean lines that provide a
subtle decorative accent to any area. And because they’re
from Stylmark, you can depend on a product that’s designed
to give years of trouble-free service. Our mirror products
include Tri-Vue Mirrors, mirror frames, and mirror trims. Mirror
product components can be ordered in 12-foot lengths, or
fabricated to your size specifications.

SHOWCASES

SHELVING

Showcase systems from Stylmark offer
a wide selection of framing, lighting
and door options that allow you to
integrate the components of your
choice into a custom showcase that
meets your exact specifications.

Stylmark’s shelving products have
clean lines that provide an attractive
accent to any area. Constructed of
aluminum or stainless steel, these
elegant framed shelves are available
with or without lights.

Create an unlimited variety of
bright, beautiful and secure interior
environments with the easy-toinstall Stylmark WallMaker Glass Wall
System. This versatile system consists
of headers, sills, mullions, and corner
assemblies that allow you to create a
multitude of glass wall configurations.

TRIMMAKER®

COLOR & FINISH

SIGNAGE
Stylmark continues to add to our
lighted signage products & graphic
display capabilities. Stylmark’s signage
solutions include a broad offering of
backlit displays and edge-lit LED light
boxes and LED tension fabric light
boxes that can accommodate graphics
up to 30 feet in length.

With Stylmark’s TrimMaker®, you can
easily add accent to walls, ceilings,
soffits and columns. TrimMaker® is
available in hundreds of shape, color
and finish combinations.

Stylmark offers hundreds of color &
and finish combinations and can also
custom match specified colors. In
addition to anodizing, we can have
your product powder coated to achieve
the exact look you desire.

WALLMAKER®
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